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ABSTRACT 
This paper is an extension of a recent paper by AleE/ieee 
and Su·anson dealing with the drcotler en-or J>robabi/ify for Reed-; 
Solomon codes {more generally, lin1ar MDS cotles). McEliece 
and Swanson offered an llpJ>fl' bo111111 on PE{tl), the decoder· 
error probability given u symbol errors occt1r. In this paper, 
by using combinatoric technique li/.:c lhc- JH'inciplc of inclusion 
and exclusion, an e2·act fonnula for PE( 11) is 1lfl'ivrd. The 
PE(u) of an MDS code is obser1•ed to appmach Q rapidly as 
u gets large, where Q is the probability tlraf a comp/eldy ran-
dom error pattcr·n ui/1 ca11se 1lecoder Cf'l'or. An 11pper bound for 
the expression (E<"l- 11 is derit•cd. and is shouw to decrease 
nearly exrJOneutia?ly as t1 irrcrea .. es. Thi.• pror•es analyfically 
that PE(u) indeed approaches Q as 11 becomes large, and some 
latvs of large number come info play somehow. 
PART I 
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FORMULA FOR 
DECODADLE WORDS IN AN MDS CODE 
1.1. Introduction 
We begin with the following definitions. Let C be a linear 
code of length 11, dimension k, alld minimum distance d. Let q 
be a positive power of a prime. A ( n, k, d) linear code C over 
GF(q) is maximum distance separable (1\IDS) if the Singleton 
bound is achieved; that. is, d = n - k + 1. A code is t-error 
correcting if for some int.eger t, 21 ~ d - 1. 
The class of Reed-Solomon (RS) codes is a subclass of the 
MDS code. Reed-Solomon codes me used in many sectors of 
today's industry. Some examples are the (255, 223) 16-error 
correcting RS code ( the NASA code ) in deep space commu-
nications, the (31.15) 8-enor corr<>ct.ing HS rode (the JTIDS 
code ) in military communicn.l.ions, nnd tlw Cyclic Interl<>aving 
RS Code (CIRC) in compact disc industry. A detailed treat-
Tiris work was s11pporlcd in Jllll'l by tire Natiorr11l Atrollall-
tics and Space Admirrislmfiorr under Gr11nl NAS7-918 and in 
part by tire Air Force Office of Scicrrli.fir Rtsea1~·h 11111lcr Grlllrl 
AFOSR-83-0296. 
ment of 1\IDS codes, their properties and open questions about. 
them is given in [1]. The w<'ight distribution of a linear MDS 
code with the parameters n, k, d, t, and q was independently 
found by three groups of researchers: Assnms, l\lat.tson and 
Turyn[2]. Forney[3] and Kasami, Lin and Peterson[4]. 
In PART I by using the principle of inclusion and exclu-
sion, we ohlain th<' c;xact. weight. dist rihution formula fOI' "de-
codable words" in any linear 1\IDS rode. By dt'codable words, 
we mean all the words that. are lying within distance t from a 
codeword. If we assume the decoder to lH• a bounded distance 
decoder, t.hen the weight dist.rihution formula for the d<>codable 
words can be used to find the undetect.C'd error probability for 
linear MDS codes. This will be discussed in detail in PART II. 
1.2. Derivation of Fol'mnlae 
In this section. we introd11r<' th<' bnsic tools thnt are re-
quired to derive the weight distl'ihution fonmrla for t.he number 
of decodable words in a linear .t.IDS code. One important. tool 
that we need is t.he basic combinatoric property of the 1\IDS 
code. L<'t /\ 1><' a suhset of~· coordinatl' positions of an MDS 
code. Let a = (o- 1 , o 2 , ... , ol-) be a !·-tuple of el<'ments from 
GF(q). By the hasic comhinatoric prop<'rty of the 1\IDS code 
[1]. there exists a unique codeword whose !· coordinates in /\ 
equal the A' components in o·. Another impo!'tant. tool that we 
need is the pl'inciple of inclusion Hnd exclusion [5]. Suppose we 
have N objects and a numbe!' of properties P(J ) .... , P(n ). Let 
N; be the number of object.s wit.h property P(i), and N;,,;,, ... ,;. 
be the number of objects with propel't.ies P(iJ), P(i2 ), .. .. 
P(ir ). The number of objects ,1\"(0) with none of the proper-
ties is given by the following formula [5]: 
(1) N(O)=N-LN;+ LN;,;,+ ... +(-1}' 
L N;,;, ... ;. + ... + (-1)" N123 
il<i:t···<;r 
Using the mathematical t.ools mentioned above, Au. the 
number of codeword of weight u in a linear MDS code, ca.n be 
easily derived [8]. This is given by t.lte following expression: 
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In this section, we derive a general formula for the number of 
decodable words of weight u, and we simplify the key equation 
by using some combinat.orir identity. 
Let D be the set of decodahlt• words in an !lfDS code. Let 
V be a set of v coordinat.es, lVI == v. Let { i 1 , i~, ... , ij} be a set 
of j coordinates, where h, i 2 , :.· .• ii} C {()_. 1, 2 .... , n-1}- V. 
Define S(i 1 , i2, ... , ij) == {d: dE D and d has zeros in V and 
{i1 ,i2 , ... ,ij}}. We proceed to cleriv<" the weight d~st.ribution 
formula for the number of decodable words of weight u in a 
linear 1\IDS code by using the principle of inclusion and ex-
clusion. Our problem is reduced to finding the cardinality of 
S( i 1 , i 2 , .•. , ij) for all j subjected to a given V. This problem 
is solved with the help of the following theorems. 
Theorem 1.1: 
0 ~ j ~ u-d, 
where ~'n(t) == L::=o (7)(q- 1)i. 
Proof: 
We note that each coset. of a linear 1\fDS code is also an 
MDS code. Also, since all words lying within t.he Ham-
ming spheres (with volume ~·;, ( t)) that surround code-
words are decodable words. we have V,(t) disjoint cosets 
that contain decodable words. From t.he basic combina-
torial propert.y of the 111 OS cod<" we can, for each partic-
ular choice of {i1 , i2, ... , ij }, specify qk-v-j = qu-d+l-j 
decodable words to each of these cosets. Thus, we have 
altogether qu-d+l-j V,,(t) decodable words having zeros at 
V and { i 1 , i 2 , •.. , ij}. This completes the proof. • 
Theorem 1.2 
(4) 
IS(i],i2, ... ,ij)l 
t . ("-: + j) w-~-j(-1); (~)(qw-d+u-j-i+l -1) 
w=d-u+; •=0 
x t (u- j) (q- 1)'-"' + t (u-: j) (q- 1); 
S- tv I 6=w i=O 
for u-d+1~j~u-d+t 
Proof: 
For u - d + 1 = k - v ~ j, t.he number of zeros in a 
decodable word is equal to v + j ?: k. Since dis a decodable 
word, d can be uniquely decomposl"d into a codeword c and 
an error pattern e with weight that is less than. or equal to 
t. If we "project" c onto ~~ U { i 1 , i 2 , •.• , ij }, then the result 
will be a certain ( t• + j, k) code. Since the parent code has a 
minimum distance d = n- k + 1, the new code must have a 
minimum distanced! ?: d- (n- v- j) = (v + j)- k + 1. Since 
it is impossible ford' of the (v + j, k) code to be greater than 
(v + j)- k + 1 (because of the Singleton bound), d! must be 
equal to d- (n- v- j) = (v + j)- k +I. 
If c + e vanishes on V U {i1 , i 2 , •.. , ii }, then c must have 
weight that is less than or equal to t on V U { i 1 , i 2 , ••. , ij}. 
Let w be the weight of c on ~~ U {i1, i 2 , ... , i; }. From the 
above argument we also know that C', when restricted to V U 
{i1, i2, ... , ij }, is a linear (v+ j, k) MDS code with a minimum 
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distanced- (n- v- j) = (v + j)- k + 1. Thus, w is either 0 
(in the case of the all-zero codeword) or is lwtween d - u + j 
and t. So the number of codewords of weight w in the ( v + j, k) 
MDS code is (by using Equation (2)) 
for d - u + j ~ w ~ t and 1 for w=O. For each codeword i' 
with weight w iu ~;U {i 1 ,i~, ... ,i;}. where d' ~ tt• ~ t (d' = 
v + j- k + 1), we must count the number of e's such that. 
c+e vanishes on VU{i1 , i2 , ... , ij }. Suppose that e has weight. 
s?: w. e must mat.ch r exactly on V U {i1 ,i2 , ... ,ij}, hut 
the s - w other nonzero components can be a.rbit.rarily placed 
outside V U {i1 , i 2 , .•. , i; }. Then the total number of e's for a 
given c of weight w on F U { i1 , i 2 , ..• , ii} is L:!=•• c·~~) (q -
1)•-w. When w=O, all components oft must. lie outside the 
set V U {i1, i2, ... , ij }. So there are L::=o ("~i)(q- 1); e's for 
the case w=O. Combining the above results, we obtain the 
theorem. • 
Theorem 1.3: 
Proof: 
For k-v+t ~ j ~ u-t-1, thenumberofzerosin adecod-
able word is greater than or equal to k+t but less than or equal 
to n-t- 1. Thus any decodable words in 8( i 1 , i~, ... , ij) have 
weight that is less t.han or equal to d - t - 1. It is not hard to 
see that the element of S(i1,i2 , ... ,i;) cannot be decoded into 
a codeword of weight other than 0. Therefore, S(i1 , i 2 , ... , ij) 
contains all words of weight. that is less than or equal to t 
in the coordinates {0, 1, ... n- 1} - (II U {i1 , i 2 , ... , ij} ). This 
completes the proof. • 
Theorem 1.4: 
(6) u-t~j~tt 
Proof: 
Since j is greater than or equal to tt - t, the number of 
zeros is equal to t• + j and is greatl'r than or equal to n - t. 
Therefore, the number of nonzero components is less than or 
equal tot. Thus, all words with zeros on F U { i 1 , i 2 , .•. , ij} are 
decodable and this completes the proof. • 
As in Part a, we choose i 1 , i2 , •.• , ij from v = n-u coordi-
nates. Thus, for every choice of j, we have (j) S( i1, i2, ... , ij )'s. 
Denote Ni = (j')IS(il, i2, ... , ij )1. Again, by the principle of 
inclusion and exclusion, we see that. the number of decod-
able words which have exact.)y v = n - u zeros at. V equals 
L;j=0 ( -1)i Ni. However. we have (:) = (:) ways to choose 
v zeros from 0, 1, ... , n- 1. Thus, the number of decodable 
words of weigllt u is given by 
(7) for d- t ~ u ~ n 
The weight enumerator formula that we have just derived 
is complicated and clumsy. There are four different expressions 
for N; 's, and these expressions are combined together by the 
inclusion and exclusion formula. The following theorem will 
show that the weight distribution formula for the number of 
decodable words in a linear MDS code can be simplified, and 
there are only two expressions for the N; 's. 
Theorem 1.5: 
(8) 
Proof: see [8]. 
With Theorem 1.5 and equation (3), ( 4), (5), (6) and (7), 
the weight enumerator formula can be simplified as follows : 
(9) Du = (:) uEt ( -1)i N; for d- t ~ u ~ n 
(10) N; = (;)[q•-d+Hvn(t)-~ (u ~j)(q -1)'] 
for O~j~u-d 
(11) N; = (~)[ t . (n-:+j) 
J w=d-u+J 
w-d+u-j L (-1)'(~)(qw-d+u-j-i+l_ 1 ) 
i=O '1. t (:~D(q-1)'-w] 
for u - d + 1 ~ j ~ u - d + t. 
Examples of two simple linear MDS codes are given in table 
1.1 and table 1.2. 
5.7.3 
PART II 
DECODER ERROR PROBABILITY 
OF A LINEAR MDS CODE 
11.1. The Relationship Between Du And PE(u) 
Let C be an (n, k, d) linear code capable of correcting t 
errors. When a codeword c E C is transmitted over a commu-
nication channel, channel noise may corrupt the transmitted 
signals. As a result, the receiver receives the corrupted version 
of the transmitted codeword c + e, where e is an error pattern 
of some weight u. If u ~ t, then a bounded distance decoder on 
the receiver's end detects and corrects the errore and recovers 
c. If u > t, then the decoder fails and it either 
i) detects the presence of the error pattern but is unable to 
correct it, or 
ii) misinterprets (miscorrects) the received pattern c + e for 
some other codeword C' if the received pattern falls into 
the radius t Hamming sphere of c'. 
Case (ii) is, in most cases, more serious than case (i). This 
can occur (with a nonzero probability) when an error pattern 
e is of weight u ~ d - t. Let us further assume that all error 
patterns of weight u are equally probable, and let us use PE( u) 
[7] to denote the decoder error probability given that an error 
pattern of weight u occurs. It is not hard to see that PE( u) is 
given by the following expression: 
(12) d -t ~ u ~ n. 
That is, PE(u) is the ratio of the number of decodable 
words of weight u to the number of words of weight u in the 
whole vector space. Thus, the problem of finding the PE(u)'s 
is essentially the same as the problem of finding the weight 
distribution of the set of decodable words. Equations (9), (10) 
and (11) of PART I and Eqnation (12) of PART II together 
enable us to find the exact decoder error probability of a linear 
MDS code. 
Let the probability that a completely random error pat-
tern will cause decoder error be denoted by Q. It is the ratio of 
the number of decodable words to the cardinality of the whole 
vector space. That is, 
(13) 
where n-k is the code's redundancy and Vn(t) = L::=o (7)(q-
1)' is the volume of a Hamming sphere of radius t. It is shown 
in the next section that if q ~ n, which is generally true, then 
PE(u) approaches Q very rapidly as u increases. 
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11.2. Examples and Observations 
Two well-known examples of linear MDS codes - the 
NASA code and the JTIDS code - are tabulated in Table 
II.I and Table 11.2, respectively. From the above two exam-
ples, we observe that PE(u) approaches the constant Q as u 
increases. In fact, PE(u) approaches Q rapidly for u ~ n. 
In the case of large q and q ~ n, PE(u) approaches Q even 
for u <d. The PE(u) and Q of the NASA code agree to eight 
significant digits for u ~ 26 (d = 33). If PE(u) and Q are int.er-
preted combinatorically as ratios, then we have the followmg 
relationship: 
# of decodable words of weight u 
# of vectors of weight u 
# of decodable words 
# of words in vector space 
This astonishing relationship cited above implies that a linear 
MDS code, which possesses rigid algebraic and combinatoric 
structures, behaves (in some sense) like a random code with 
no structure at all. Some laws of large number come into play 
somehow. In order to describe analytically how fast PE(u) ap-
proaches Q when u is large, an upper bound on the expression 
1~- II is derived in [8). This upper bound .is denoted .by 
U(u), where u ~ d, and is given by the followmg express1on 
[8): 
( ) qd-1( u )d d-12u V*(t) IPE u -II< (-q-)t-1 d-1 + _q ___ ,_, -
Q - q- I (q- I)" (q- I)" Vn(t) 
= U(u), 
.vhere Vu*(t) = L::=o (~)(9Ji. It is shown that U(u) ap-
proaches a very small number f as u increases. The upper 
bounds of IP~ul -II of the NASA code and the JTIDS code 
are tabulated Ill Table 11.3 and Table 11.4 respectively. 
Example 1 (4,2) MDS code over GF(5) wit.h 1=1. 
Weight 
0 
# of decodable words 
I 
I I6 
2 48 
3 I92 
I68 
Total number of decodable words = q">'n(t) = 42.5. 
Table 1.1 
5.7.4 
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With the assumptions that q is greater tha1r or equal to 
n and u is large compared to d, Equation (14) shows that the 
upper bound of IP'i$ul- II is dominated by the denominator 
term (q- 1)u. Thus, the upper bound of IP'i$ul- 11 decays 
nearly exponentially as a function of u. This upper bound is 
not a very tight bound, but it is sufficient to illustrate the point 
that PE(u) approaches Q very rapidly as u increases. 
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Exa111]>le .? (6, 3) l\IDS rode over GF(4) with 1=1. 
.lliiJili! t£ of !l<'rodHhi<' words TTnn<"r hound[6] 
0 1 
I lfi 
2 0 
3 !80 180 
405 855 
5 378 1026 
6 234 513 
Tot.alnumhcr ordcrodabk words= q1'J.".,(I) = 1216. 
Tnble 1.2 
NASA Code ((2fi5, :.!2:l) RS code. q = 256 t = 16) JTIDS Code ((31, 15) RS rodt. q = 32 t = 8) 
P£(17) 9.4641648 X 10-1s PE( 9) 3.7193431 X w-• 
P£(18) 1.!!130119 X 10-14 
P£(19) 2.4010995 X w-14 
P£(20) 2.6fi98044 X w-14 
P£(21) 2.6017177 X w-J.1 
PE{22) 2.6076401 X 10-14 
P£(23) 2.6087596 X 1o-1·1 
P£(24) 2.6088773 X w-''' 
P£(10) 1.4392257 X w-•i 
P£(11) 2.9507015 X w-6 
P£(12) 4.3287703 X w-•; 
Pt:( 13) 5.1888955 X w-·' 
Ps(14) 5.5466000 X w-'' 
P£(15) 5.6291887 X w-•J 
P£(16) 5.6296979 X JQ-'i 
P£(17) 5.6255686 X w-6 
P£(25) 2.6088880 X w-1'' P£(18) 5.6256673 X 10- 6 
P£(26) 2.6088888 X w-J.j P£(19) 5.6259065 X w-6 
P£(27) 2.6088888 X w-14 
P£(28) 2.6088888 X 10-14 
Ps(29) 2.6088888 X 1o-1·1 
P£(30) 2.6088888 X w-14 
P£(20) 5.6258313 X JQ-•i 
Ps(21) 5.6258455 X w-•i 
P£(22) 5.6258434 X w-6 
P£(23) 5.6258437 X JO-G 
P£(21) 5.621>8437 X w-•i 
etc. 
etc. 
Tnhl" 11.2 
Table 11.1 
NASA Code (255, 223) RS Code. q = 256 t = 16 
u: 33 34 35 36 37 
U(u): 5.133 0.3422 0.0157 5.526x 10-4 1.512x w-s 
Table 11.3 
JTIDS Code (31, 15) RS Code. q = 32 t=8 
u: 17 18 19 20 21 
U(u): 19.35 5.618 1.148 0.1851 0.02508 
Table 11.4 
5.7.5 
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